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NASA Engineering and Safety Center

• “Tiger Team” approach to solve NASA’s critical problems

• Build assessment teams from around the agency, industry, and academia

• Tasked with conducting an independent assessment of frangible joints by 

the NASA Commercial Crew Program Chief Engineer

• Team includes analysis and statistics experts from NASA LaRC, NASA MSFC, 

NASA JSC, SRI International, and Aerospace
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NASA CCP and Frangible Joints

• Boeing CST-100 Starliner vehicle 

utilizes frangible joints for 

separation from the launch vehicle

• Frangible joints have a single 

pyrotechnic Mild Detonating Cord 

(MDC) to effect structural separation

• CCP question on reliability and fault 

tolerance of these devices in a 

human rated application
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NESC Assessment Overview
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Empirical Test Program
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dsDOE Process Overview

• Determines sensitivities and reliability

• Comparison with empirical data and traditional model permutation 

methods to gain confidence

• Metrics script developed in Matlab to allow rapid processing of time 

histories

• Design variables and limits/tolerances fed DOE matrix development, 

hardware sampling and measurements fed distribution development
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dsDOE Process Overview
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Finite Element Analysis and 

Modeling Overview

Martin Annett/NASA LaRC
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Finite Element Analysis and Modeling Overview
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• First phase of finite element 

modeling of the frangible joint 

involves Arbitrary Lagrangian

Eulerian (ALE) gas dynamics 

– HE material is detonated, and 

the HE, sheath, and charge 

holder expand across the 

original multi-material 

boundaries.

– Air meshes outside of charge 

holder act as reservoir for 

expanding gases

– Coupling of ALE fluid to steel 

tube using a penalty-based 

algorithm
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Finite Element Analysis and Modeling Overview
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• Second phase of finite 

element modeling of the 

frangible joint involves 

impact between the 

confinement tube and rail

• Shear and tensile loads 

developed in the ligament

• Fracture propagates from 

inside clevis to notch
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Finite Element Analysis and Modeling Overview
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• Computational DOE requires input from results of hundreds of FEM meshes

• FEM pre-processing capabilities were utilized that would “morph” the mesh to the proper dimensions

• “Morphing” allows users to quickly change finite element mesh geometry while minimizing mesh 

distortion and maintaining element quality

• Does not require remeshing, and all nodes, elements, and boundary conditions are retained

• Numerical parameters can also be directly varied within sensitivity/DOE/optimizations 
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Finite Element Analysis and Modeling Overview
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Statistical Processes 

Overview

Jim Womack/Aerospace
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Design of Experiments Development

• DOE Phase 1: 

– Objectives: Determine critical FEM inputs and determine “best” output

– Expert opinion used to reduce FEM inputs to 21

– DOE with 69 FEM runs developed to study 21 inputs (Resolution IV)

– Results: Determined critical FEM inputs, outlier cases lead to determination of 

error in FEM model

• DOE Phase 2:

– Objective: Develop Surrogate Model to predict “best” output for reliability 

estimation and to determine sensitivity to FEM inputs

– Space filling method used augment phase 1 design with 200 additional FEM cases

– Results: Surrogate model developed for AvgVelW (approximate average velocity 

at the notch after fracture*) and logistic model used to estimate probability of 

fracture as function of AvgVelW
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“… the paradox that the best time to design an experiment is after it is finished, the converse of which is 

that the worst time is at the beginning, when the least is known … the experimenter is least able to answer 

… questions at the outset of an investigation but gradually becomes more able to do so as a program 

evolves …” Box, Hunter, Hunter 1978

• Step 1: Identify goal, responses (FEM output) and factors (FEM inputs)

– Two goals: Determine design sensitivity and estimate reliability

• Nominal and specification ranges known for most input variables (used for sensitivity studies)

• Small amount of observed data available for most input variables (used for reliability estimation)

– 29 FEM outputs (responses)

• Which outputs are important for predicting fracture?

• Not all fractures are equal, percent of fracture and the time it takes to fracture is important

– Started with over 40-100 FEM inputs (factors)

• Step 2: Identify effects for an assumed model

– SME’s reduced number of inputs by about 50%

– SME’s reduced number of outputs to about 10

• Step 3-6: Generate a design, run trials and measure responses, fit a model to responses, use model 

to predict reliability and sensitivities

Designing the Experiments to Model FEM
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Two Types of FEM Inputs

• Structural                                 

Inputs

• Loading Inputs
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MDF

FEM Outputs Computed From Time Histories

• LIV measures the leg velocity near the 

explosion

– Excellent output to measure effects from 

loading inputs

• NIV, NPImax, and NPImin measure 

velocity near fracture point

– Excellent outputs for measuring effects 

from structural and loading inputs

– AvgVelW = 1/3 NIV + 2/3 NPImax is 

excellent at predicting fracture
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Fitting Surrogate Model to FEM Runs

• Used two stage fitting technique to fit surrogate model

– Stage 1: Fit mathematical model to LIV using only inputs that effect LIV (loading inputs)

– Stage 2: Fit mathematical model to notch metric using LIV model and inputs that effect 

strength (structural response)

– Advantages: Reduces number of possible interaction terms and controls how LIV variables 

enter into model
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Logistic Model to Estimate Probability of Fracture

• Logistic regression used to model binary variables (fracture/no fracture) as 

function of continuous metric

– Define three types of fracture: fracture occurring within 30 µs, fracture occurring within 40 

µs, fracture occurring anytime

– Logistic regression used to determine probability of fracture as function of metric

𝑃 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 =
1

1+𝑒− α+β𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑊
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• Reliability estimation

– Estimate distributions of FEM inputs from measured data

– Randomly generate 10M sets of FEM inputs from distributions

– Evaluate surrogate model at each set of inputs to get metric values

– Logistic model used to compute P(fracture) at each metric value

– Reliability = total expected number of fractures/10M

• Computing sensitivity to specification limits

– For each input compute distribution of metric when 

• Input = Lower spec limit: other inputs vary uniformly between spec limits

• Input = Nominal value: other inputs vary uniformly between spec limits

• Input = Upper spec limit: other inputs vary uniformly between spec limits

• Compute 5-, 50-, and 95-percentiles for each distribution

Computing Reliability and Sensitivity
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Lessons and Conclusions
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Lessons

• DOE statistical analysis aided finding errors in FEM analysis

– Error not caught until well into phase 2, more time in analysis of phase 1 DOE would 

have been helpful before implementing phase 2 DOE

– Rigorous model checking processes for the 100’s of FEA models are needed to 

ensure correct input to the surrogate model

• Large number of significant factors required to model frangible joints due 

to complexity of FEM

– Additional 100-200 space filling cases would have been helpful in fitting surrogate 

model 

• Residual error dependent on fracture/no fracture

– Nonlinear jump in notch velocity between fracture and no fracture cases 

– Gaussian models may work better but difficult to understand/explain input variable 

sensitivities
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Conclusions

• dsDOE a powerful way to assess a design over a range of input

– Variable sensitivities and reliability results provide excellent design insight

• Test data critical to model validation

– Testing over a range of inputs to validate over a range of inputs

• Traditional variable permutation FEM analysis aided narrowing important 

surrogate model variables

• Empirical testing/FEM development aided separation of input factors 

between loading input and structural response

• FEM morphing process and tedious bookkeeping critical to running 100’s 

of LS-DYNA cases
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Questions?


